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Playtesting chapter 
 

1. Setup 

In order to playtest the game we divided the testing stage into three separate phases. The first phase 

included the whole team and a handful of ETH non-computer scientists as well as non-computer 

scientist students from different universities. The gathering took place in the apartment of Rastislav 

Starkov (Fig. 1.1). Playtesters were offered a variety of beverages, pizza slices and a wide array of other 

snacks and food items.  

) 

Fig. 1.1. Testing in process  

The version that was given to testers was a modified alpha release, which contained bug fixes, 

instruction screens (Fig. 1.2) and control mapping screens (Fig. 1.3). The testing session itself was also 

split into 3 different sub-stages, i.e. singleplayer, multiplayer, map editor. The main emphasis was made 

onto testing the multiplayer part of the game. Each player was given his own laptop along with a 

gamepad. To ensure the hide-n-seek element of the game we asked the players to face away from each 

other (Fig. 1.1., Louisa and Sumit are squaring off against each other). Given the fact that we only had 2 

machines, we let the players rotate. 
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Fig. 1.2. Instructions screen 

 

 

Fig. 1.3. Control mapping screen 

2. Observations 

It turned out that the multiplayer part of the game was fairly captivating and testers argued over whose 

turn it was to play. Losing a game introduced a strong competitive element and a desire for a rematch. 

Players were willing to comment their actions, as well as communicate with each other, and taunt their 

opponents. The playtesting chapter proved to be an invaluable experience, as it challenged our views 

and conceptions. For example, we were sure that the food supplies should serve as the fuel for 
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temporary boosts, such as stronger bullets, shields or increase in speed. However, players were 

frustrated they were spending their food items that they struggled to collect. Moreover, some ideas 

suggested by our playtesters did not even cross our minds, even though they appeared fairly obvious. 

For example, players strongly expressed the desire to obtain points for destroying turrets or killing 

players (along with collecting the food items that the enemy drone was carrying).  

In the beginning we we're afraid that the environment might be way too dark and the players would not 

like it. Actually the playtesters' seemed to really like it and found it to be an original idea. 

3. Suggestions  

Below is the list of the most noticeable suggestions that were made by the playtesters: 

 The control mapping screen should contain an image of the keyboard and/or a gamepad with 

respective actions flashing up when the mapped button is pressed to facilitate the 

understanding of the controls. 

 Players asked to provide additional instructions for the multiplayer part. The joining and hosting 

process was not intuitive. 

 Players suggested to adjust the gamepad controls, so the left thumbstick would be responsible 

for both movement and rotation. That is, the drone is supposed to move in the direction of 

thumbstick displacement, which means that there is a very fast rotation from the original drone 

orientation, followed by regular movement. 

 Balancing issues were discussed. Turrets were deemed overpowered, low health did not let 

players enjoy the element of hide-n-seek. Players would simply rush straight into the fight trying 

to land the first couple of shots.  

 Certain players simply camped at the base of the opponent and repeatedly pressed fire button, 

thus killing the player the instant he respawned on the map. Therefore, there should be a short 

phase of invulnerability after spawning. 

 Instant unloading of the food also degraded the quality of the hide-n-seek element. Instead the 

food should be gradually unloaded. 

 Players proposed the introduction of a stamina bar instead of food items being spent on 

temporary boosts. 

 Some players did not see the health bar in the beginning and mentioned they expected/want it 

to be at another place on the screen. 

 In the beginning the players did not get which base belongs to their drone and which building is 

the base at all. 

In the end we discussed the suggestions/concerns which came up during the session with the testers to 

get an idea of how they would tackle these points. Also we asked them some questions we prepared. 

This gave us some valuable insight which we then used in a team internal discussion to decide on how 

we want to adjust the game to make it more fun. 
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4. Conclusion  

Overall, the players pointed out flaws in the control scheme, made suggestions on how to improve the 

general feeling of the gameplay, as well as, how to improve the hide-n-seek element of the game. 

Certain adjustments were made on the fly (Fig. 4.1). 

Furthermore, at this time we managed to adjust the controls according to the desires of the players (left 

thumbstick responsible for both movement and rotation), added a stamina bar (Fig. 4.2), and points can 

now be gained by killing enemies.  

Since some of the changes like the stamina bar affect the gameplay very much we decided to ask some 

more people to do another playtesting session. That way we want to evaluate if our changes are actually 

what the players want. This session will take place soon and we will use it to balance/tweak the 

necessary parameters even more. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1. Making adjustments 
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4.2. Stamina bar (dark cyan) above the health bar (dark red) 


